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Transmission of the Catholic Faith
Spirituality
Testimonies
Spiritual accompaniment
Current society topics
Biographies and Hagiographies
History of the Catholic Church and its Great Figures
Bible study

Artège Editions was founded in 2007 in Perpignan and has been the Catholic publishing arm of Groupe
Elidia since 2014.

Artège Editions is a Catholic publisher for the wide public specializing in the transmission of the faith in the
areas of spirituality and prayer, testimonies, spiritual accompaniment, biographies and hagiographies, the
history of the Catholic Church and its Great Figures, Bible study as well as current topics on the challenges
facing the Catholic Church today. We publish an average of 65 news titles every year and have a back list of
around 900 titles. We are proud to say our authors are now translated on all the five continents.

Editions Ad Solem, Lethielleux and Le Sénévé, are also part of the Group, Lethielleux as the religious
sciences imprint publishes works of an academic or scientific nature in an “intelligence at the service of our
faith". Ad Solem Editions specialises in philosophy and spirituality. Finally, Editions Le Sénévé provides
material for catechism (children and adults).

Finally, Groupe ELIDIA also comprizes Editions Desclée de Brouwer (humanities) and Editions du Rocher
(general interest publisher). The Group employs 40 staff based in Perpignan, Paris and Monaco and
publishes around 230 new titles every year.

Testimony

TOMBEE DU NID

Fallen from the Nest
By Clotilde Noël
THE FRENCH BEST SELLING TRUE LIFE STORY

FINALLY AVAILABLE FOR FOREIGN RIGHTS
Presenting the
overpowering, poignant and simple
true story
OF A FAMILY LIKE NO OTHER
Highly critically acclaimed

Tombée du Nid

has sold nearly 50 000 copies in all
formats since publication.

Already parents of 6 children, Clotilde Noël
and her husband are ready to embark on a
new life adventure. They decide to adopt
Marie, a 7 month old baby girl born with
Downs Syndrome….an adoption which will
pave the way to two more, the adoption of
severely disabled Marie-Garance in 2016 and
in 2019 that of a 3 year old little boy with
brain damage.
Clotilde Noêl has now become the
spokeswoman of the world-wide movement
S D D – STOP DISCRIMINATING DOWN –
WITH OVER 50,000 FACEBOOK FOLLOWERS
AND MASSIVE MEDIA COVERAGE
Approx 170 Pages FORMAT TBC

*UN speaker 2018
*Tv France 2, France 4, KTO
*Radio RTL; Notre Dame
*Press Huffington Post, Le Figaro, L’express,Atlantico,
Le Parisien, Ouest France, La Croix, Aleteia, La V ie,
Famille Chrétienne, RCF, and many more

Biography
Aude Dugast

JérômeLejeune
The freedom of a savant
Biography of reference on Jérôme Lejeune, a scholar at the
service of the weakest.

Key points :
-Biography written by thepostulatorof thecanonization cause.

-11 yearsof workbasedon 15000 archives.
-Severalunpublished documents.
-An extraordinary scientist who discovered Down's syndrom and who spent his life
healing and working for people who were suffering.
-A friend of Pope Jean-PaulII.

22 €
April 2019
Format : 153 x 235mm
480 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-831-8

The author
Aude Dugast is a philosopher and has
been the postulator of the canonization
of Jérôme Lejeune since 2012. After 6
years of professional work for people in
need, she joined the Jérôme
Lejeune Foundation in 1999, and was
Director of the Communication and
Bioethics departments for 10 years,
before joining the Association of the
Friends of Professor Lejeune.

The intelligence of one person can be a gift for the whole of humanity. This
is the thought that springs to mind when thinking about the life of
Professor Jérôme Lejeune, who put his incredible intelligence and deep
faith to the service of mentally handicapped chidlren. Pioneer of modern
genetics, especially through his discovery of Down's Syndrom, Professor
Lejeune made his mark on history by following his conscience with heroic
bravery as a loyal doctor to the Oath of Hippocrates and as a Christian
faithful to his Baptismal Vows.
The story of his life takes us from the Holy Father Jean-Paul II to the Sovietic
Léonid Brejnev, to the child Pedro suffering from Down's syndrom, to the
very Christian King Baudoin, to laureates of the Nobel Prize to the
humblest of patients, in a succession of events sometimes worthy of a
detective novel. Pope Jean-Paul II, who called him "Brother Jérôme" went to
pray athisgraveduring the 1997World Youth Days in Paris.
Hiscanonizationprocessisnowunderway in Rome.

Foreign rights licensed :
English World : Ignatius Press

Biography - history
Anne Bernet

On Monica, the mother of SaintAugustine
How does one become the mother of a giant of holiness like
Augustine?

Key points :
This is the first biography in decadeson Saint Monica.
On the mother of one of the greatest saints in the Church.
And by a confirmed specialistof early Christianity who also excelsin bringing the story to
life for the general public.

14 €
April 2019
Format : 140 x 216mm
176 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-836-3

It is only through Saint Augustine's "Confessions" that we know about his
mother, and what a mother she is ! Amodel for Christians who witnesses
with great pain the dissipated life being led by her brilliant son on whom
Providence has yet to shine. It is a long and painful wait but which will result
in the ultimate and pinnacle, the conversion of Augustine who will go onto
become one of the greatest saints and theologians of the Church. So how
can the life of the mother who brought him to such a destiny be
overlooked ?

The author
Anne Bernet is author of about forty
historical works translated into a dozen
languages. Historical essayist, novelist and
biographer, she is a specialist in the

history of the early Church and the early
Church fathers.

Foreign rights licensed :
English TheCrossroad Publishing Company.
Polish : Espe
Brazilian : E Realizaçoes

Testimony
Thomas Oswald, Michel Chiron

Possessed
How I was freed from the devil'ssnare
Are spiritism and esoterism danger-free ? A testimony to make your
blood run cold.

Key points :
-A rare testimony on a much ignored danger
-A testimony measuring the dangers lying in ordinary spiritism and esoterism
-Author who makesa lot of conferences testifying to his experience
-With contributions by ThomasOswald.

14,9 €
September 2019
Format : 140 x 216mm
168 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-889-9

The author
Michel Chiron, is a specialized educator.
Thomas Oswald is a journalist.

We have all heard of people who communicate with the deceased.And
who have had recourse to healers using pendula or played with ouiji
boards. Yet who has really measured the dangers of these activities ?
Michel Chiron had the experience of being possessed by the devil and his
testimony is extraordinary. Firstly because he describes this experience
without the "special effects" and with an absolutely convincing precision,
confirmed by the exorcists who liberated him and which exclude mental
issues, Secondly because he is denouncing very common practises whose
real danger has never been measured. Michael Chiron testifies about
being possessed and, via his recourse to exorcism, the subsequent path to
inner healing. His testimony is also a valued warning against the traps of
the use of the paranormal and all the in-vogue esoterism practises.

FORTHCOMING 2020 PUBLICATION

Les phénomènes diaboliques Guide de discernement et chemins de
délivrance
BY Jean-Christophe Thibaut, FEB 2020.
A unique guide on discernment and deliverance,

Testimonies
Patrick Theillier

Near-deathexperiences
A celestial sign opening us to invisible Life.

Key points :
ARTEGE BESTSELLER
Demonstration of the scientificreality of NDEs.
A"continuity of consciousness" independent of cerebral activity indeed exists.
NDEssupport a realistic approach to Christian anthropology

18 €
October 2015
Format : 140 x 210mm
232 pages
ISBN : 978-2-36040-374-5

The author
In 1998, Doctor Patrick Theillier was
selected for the post of permanent
physician in the Medical Office
sanctuaries of Lourdes, a position he
held until his retirement. He also chaired
the Lourdes International Medical
Association, which includes more than
ten thousand health professionals in
seventy-five countries.
He is the author of several books on the
miracles of Lourdes.

Is there life after death? There are increasing testimonies and studies on
those considered dead, and who claim to have returned from "another
world", a «magnificent »world. Far from trivial, their vision of life from then
on istransformed and fear of death is dissipated.
What if these «near-death experiences »(NDE) were really true ? That life
really is stronger than death, and that Life indeed exists after life ?However
exceptional these experiences may be, they are the subject of serious
scientific studies, arousing the interest of the Church to the same extent as
other mysteriousevents suchas apparitions or miracles.
Using significant testimonies, this book searches for clues and imparts
valuable information, both in terms of reason as in terms of faith, providing
elements to respond to that great question of our passing. The author, a
physician and a Catholic, is former head of the Office of Medical
Observations of Lourdes, who has reached the conviction that these NDE’s
would really seem to be a sign from heaven, a reminder of our spiritual
nature, and which open us to the invisible Life. Believers or unbelievers, just
passingon this earth, should wenot be preparing for anotherLife?
Foreign rights licensed :
United States (World), The Crossroad Publishing Company
Spain (World), Palabra
Italy, Edizioni San Paolo
Poland, Wydawnictwo Esprit
Slovenia, Druzina
Croatia, Verbum
Germany, Media Maria Verlag
Korea, Pauline Books & Media

Investigation
Patrick Theillier

Near-LifeExperiences
After the incredible succes of his first book on the subject,
Near-Death Experiences, Patrick Theiller now examines NDE from
the perspective of faith and reason.

Key points :
-Sequel book from Patrick Theilleir on the subject after his first best seller (foreign rights
licensedin 8 languages)
-Specialized doctorrecognizedin the extraordinaryphenomenain Lourdes
-Critical analysis of a phenomenon which attracts worldwide attention.

18,5 €
September 2019
Format : 140 x 216mm
260 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-881-3

The author
In 1998 Patrick Theillier became Doctor in
Charge of the Medical Bureau of the
Sanctuary, until his retirement. He was
also the President of the Lourdes
International Medical Association with
over 10.000 health-professional
members from over 75 countries. He has
also written several books on the
miracles of LOURDES and has been
translated into over 15 languages.
The author's previous work NDE has
been licensed in Korean, English,
Polish, Spanish, Italian, German,
Slovenian, Croatian.

Devout Christian and man of science, specialist of phenomena of
incredible healing experiences from Lourdes, doctor Patrick Theillier is
fundamentally struck by NDE's : are they psychological confabulations
or concretesignsof afuture life ?
After the succes of his first book on Near Death Experiences which has
attracted world-wide attention, doctor Patrick Theillier now examines the
phenomena through faith and reason and explains the experiences
and signsof another Lifeawaiting us..

Foreign rights licensed :
Croatia, Verbum
Italy, Edizioni San Paolo

Testimony
Père Pierre Amar

Out of Order
A brutal encounter with pain and weakness
Having preached on pain, this young priest now speaks from
experience.

Key points :
-An autthentictestimony on the experience of illness recounted with a good dose of
humour .
-The author is part of the new generation of young 'connected' priests with a huge following
on socialmedia (Padre Blog).

12,9 €
September 2019
Format : 133 x 203mm
168 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-888-2

The author
Father Pierre Amar is a priest in the
diocese of Versailles and, together with
Father Pierre-Hervé Grosjean, one of the
co-founders of the Padreblog website,
which offers frank, direct and reactive
speaking on topical issues. Author of
shows for families, he is part of the new
generation of priests who are greatly
investing in a digital apostolate.

In the summer of 2018, a young priest embarks as chaplain on a cruise off
the Italian coast. Suddenly, the life of this hyperactive vicar will dramatically
change. Struck down with acute peritonitiis he is immediately disembarked,
taken to emergency services and then repatriated to continue treatment.
His trip has transformed into the unexpected land of illness, weakness and
dependency. Havingpreached on pain so very often, FatherAmarhasnow
confronted it and cannow testify.
This book will be read in one go. It discloses the hospital environment and
the world of disease, but with the humour of a young priest always one to
keephis spirits up.

Spirituality
Bernadette Chovelon

Raoul and MadeleineFollereau
A couple's spiritualjourney
On a couple with millions of children.

Key points :
-Latest title in our collection "L'itinéraire spirituel" of extraordinary lives of couples
explored from a human and spiritual perspective.
-Thefirsteverbook on Madeleinethe spouse.
-Beatificationprocessfor theFollereau couplenow underway.
-Follereau Foundationfounded by Raouland Madeleine
Follereau operatestodaythanksto itsmillions of donors world-wide.
-TheWorld LeprosyDaywasfounded by theFollereau Foundation.

16 €
May 2019
Format : 140 x 216mm
260 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-835-6

The author
Bernadette Chovelon is a doctor ès
lettres, teacher and a cornerstone of the
conjugal movement of the "Notre Dame"
teams. Her best-selling 'The Christian
Marriage Adventure" for couples written
with her husband Bernard brought to the
wide public's attention for the first time
the major themes outlined by the
founder of the "Notre Dame" teams.
Her previous books have been translated
into English.

-Other titles in the samecollectioninclude "Baudouin et Fabiola" 2018 and Elisabethand Félix
Leseur2015(Englishrightslicensedto Ignatius Press).

Bernadette Chovelon continues to inspire us with the lives of extraordinary
and deeply Christian couples, this time turing her attention to Raoul and
Madeleine Follereau.
This ordinary couple, through their mutual support and love for each
other, went on to save the lives of millions of children throughout the world
suffering from leprosy. When they first met in 1918 and married they were
already in their 30s. Unable to have children of their own they conquered
their childlessness by traveling around the world to save the lives of
millions of children rejectedby their own communities due to their affliction.

Spirituality
Père Michel-Marie Zanotti-Sorkine

Alove which burns
For those who have always wanted a letter from Christ.
Magical and timeless... Christ talks to each one of us through the
writings of Father Michel-Marie.

Key points :
-An original text where Jesustalks directly to us through the words of
Michel-Marie Zanotti-Sorkine
-An extraordinary priest and author of several best-sellers
-A book for the wide public, and not just reserved for Christians,
adressing people from today, about the issues of our era, as if Christ
were back among us today.

12 €
October 2019
Format : 120 x 190mm
152 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-892-9

The author
Following an artistic career in
Paris, Michel-Marie Zanotti-Sorkine was
ordained at the age of 40. Poet,
composer, singer, writer, this
multi-talented priest puts pen to paper
for the services of his mission.
The author’s prevous publicatIons
been translated in Italian and Polish.

"Christ does not always get good press, and that's unfair ! Many of us
these days just either don't care or even worse criticize Him without having
ever read a word of the Gospels ! Jesus of Nazareth has to deal with the
teething problems of a Church which has too often been judged severely
with also its own storms to weather.
So to reverse this tendency on prejudice and generalisations , I've had an
idea : give Christ back the chance to speak, let him speak to us as we would
a friend. In this book, Christ talks freely. Once again he tells his story,
making us enter his thoughts free from any false interpretation and, by
doing so, he can enter our times and illuminate it with his Light."MichelMarie Zanotti-Sorkine
He is the author of several bestsellers, such as Croire Editions Artège
(35000 copies) and L'Amour (25000 copies). His first music record has
sold 20000 copies.

Spirituality
Frère Dominique Joseph

Aspiritual contemplation on SaintJoseph
A collection of spiritual thoughts on Saint Joseph

Key points :
Athematic collection of reflexions on Saint Joseph Asmall spiritual
guide forfamilies
Theauthor regularly preaches for couples and families

9,9 €
February 2019
Format : 130 x 180mm
120 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-800-4

The author
Brother Dominique Joseph is a monk of
the Saint Joseph Family, a biblist and
doctor of theology, director of the
Redemptoris Custos Institute, coordinator
of the international movement of
theological research centers on Saint
Joseph and president of the Saint Joseph
International network.
He teaches Sacred Scripture and theology
of St. Joseph at the Faculty of Theology of
Toulouse and the Institute of St. John de la
Croix.

Through a thematic collection - the humility of Joseph, his silence, his
paternity, his hidden life ...- and through a few spiritual or theological lines,
we are invited to meditate on the person and mission of Joseph, Mary's
spouse, Joseph the just, and to contemplate, to turn the pages as in a lectio
divina or as in a simple tale, and as one who overhears the silent
conversationof the Holy Family: to learn to love,the gift of God.
Foreign rights licensed :
Polish : Wydawnictw AA s.c.

Spirituality
Eline Landon

Maternal burn-out and
spiritually worn out
9 weeks with God

Key points :
Maternal burnout is a growing phenomenon.

How God can change our lives !
A novena to anchor oneself in prayer and to liberate oneself.
Best-selling Foreign Rights Author whose previous publication has
already been translated into Korean, Polish, English, Portugese,
Roumanian, Slovenian, Ukrainian, Italian.

9,9 €
March 2019
Format : 120 x 190 mm
128 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-819-6

The author
Eline Landon is an educator, and a
mother. She is the founding president of
the association Happiness in 1001 ways,
offering parent/child work-shops to
support and enhance the role of parents.
Her previous publication A Spiritual
Preparation for the Birth of your Child, 9
months with God, has been licensed so
far into 9 languages.
Eline Landon speaks fluent Englishand
has previously been translated into 9
languages.

An increasing number of mothers are becoming affected by
'burn-out'...feeling they must succeed in all areas of their lives,
family and professional, with the sensation of drowning and
impervious to any light at the end of the tunnel. They must
act now, and not submit to the overwhelming ideal of
perfection at all cost; they must know how to work on
themselves, and how to inwardly free themselves and weather
the storms.
This nine-week spiritual journey will help mothers learn how to
lean on God and discover their inner resources.
Foreign rights licensed :
Spanish : San Pablo Comunicacion
Slovenian : Družtvo Mohorjeva
Croatian : Verbum d.o.o

Christian education
Eline Landon

A spiritual preparation for the birth of
ourchild
9 months with God
Month by month, by prayer and meditation of biblical texts,
the author, proposes to each future parent a spiritual
preparation for the birth of their child.

Key points :
ARTEGE FOREIGN RIGHTS BESTSELLER
Aunique concept- the spiritual preparation for birth For both fathers
and mothers
The joint parental contemplation of the magnificence of life.

8,9 €
October 2013
Format : 110 x 170mm
140 pages
ISBN : 978-2-36040-224-3

The author
Eline Landon is 35, is married and mother
of three children. She is involved in the
education of young children and is the
inspiration behind the association "1001
sources of happiness", whose aim is to
support and develop the role of parents
towards their children.

A unique concept : whilst there are a great number of works available on
preparing for birth, for the first time this publication helps to prepare for
birth from the spritual perspective. Month by month, through prayer and
meditation on the bibilical texts, this work offers the mother-to-be spiritual
preparation and also includes the father in the preparation so he can in his
turn accompany his unborn child until the day the child can be held for the
first time in his arms.
Thisunique and very special wayof opening one's heart to the presence of
one's child allows the couple to jointly contemplate, through God's light, the
magnificenceof life.
Foreign rights licensed :
Ukraine, SVICHADO
Poland, WYDAWNICTWO SW STANISLAWA BM
Portugal, Paulus Editora
Korea : Catholic Publishing House Séoul
Italy : EDIZIONI SAN PAOLOSRL
US : SOPHIA INSTITUTEPRESS
Roumania : Doxologia
Slovenia : Družtvo Mohorjeva družba
Croatia : Verbum d.o.o

Spirituality
Jean-Luc Traschel, Père Pierre Aguila

Becomingfriends withthe HolySpirit
Simple steps to receive and live with the Holy Spirit
9 simple steps to know better the Holy Spirit and live in
spiritual closeness with him, in the form of an accessible
course.

Key points :
Adynamic little book by a verypopularspiritual author well-known in the new
communities.
Father Pierre Aguila has previously been translated into Italian.

9,9 €
January2019
Format : 120 x 190mm
128 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-794-6

The author
Pierre Aguila was born in Oran in 1959
and has been a priest since 1986. He has
lived in many countries where he has
enriched his human, cultural and
missionary experience. After thirty-two
years in the Community of the Beatitudes
and following a "second calling", in
2009 he launched the John Paul
II Missionary Brotherhood, entirely
devoted to the new evangelization and ad
gentes mission, to join " those who are far
"(Acts 2:39) and train missionary disciples.
Pierre Aguila speaks FLUENT ITALIAN, a
fair level of Portuguese (Fr Aguila's
mission is based in Brazil) and a good
smattering of English.

Do you have a lot of friends ?Realfriends?
And if today we were to introduce you to someone very important, who
wants to be part of your life, who brings with him a lot of gifts and novelties?
Do you wantto becomefriends with someonelike this?
So ... become friends with the Holy Spirit!
Pope Benedict XVIused an expression, calling the Holy Spirit: "The great
unknown". This is true and few people know his truth.
In 9 steps discover the Holy Spirit, understand his importance, know how to
receive him, know the gifts that wereceive through him and more, make of
it atrue experience and thus becomehis friend.
Ready ?...

Foreign rights licensed :
Italian : Edizioni Amen

Spirituality
Mgr Jean-Claude Boulanger

The road to Nazareth
Spirituality for every day
Spirituality of the life of the Holy Family of Nazareth

Key points :
Theauthor is the Bishop of Bayeux

9,5 €
June2019
Format : 110 x 178mm
388 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-861-5

The author
Jean-Claude Boulanger is the Bishop of
Bayeux.
The author's previous works have been
translated into Arabic and Polish.

"This remarkable work" as Father Voillaume said, restores the honour of a
movement initiated in particular by Charles de Foucauld. One day, God
stopped at Nazareth. He has not only give it a human meaning, but has
also filled the place with His presence. Nazareth has symbolically become
the place and the time where man can develop his essential humanity and
holiness.
With a personal approach, Jean-Claude Boulanger relates the experience
of Nazareth through two of the most beautiful figures who have emerged
from this place : Mary and Jesus. Mary will be the model of welcome,
listening, abandonment and trust. Jesus will reveal the true face of God on
earth. Nazareth is the path that God took to join humanity. Finally the
author describes the meaning of Nazareth for our era, through our
relationship withtime, with others and with God.

Spirituality
Dom Samuel

Sonsof Lightin difficult times
A Friar's words on unity in times of adversity
Why do Catholics quarrel when they should be sons of light ?

Key points :
- Aglobal, monastic vision of the quarrels between Catholics
- Author of several books on spirituality.
- Aspiritual text of great depth reaching the very heart of the reader

16,5 €
June2019
Format : 140 x 216mm
208 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-850-9

The author
Dom Samuel Lauras, having converted
very quickly after several tumultuous
years, entered the Notre-Dame Abbey of
Sept-Fons in 1983. As a novice of Father
Nicolas, then student of Father Jérôme,
he was ordained priest in 1990, then
monastic priest of Dom Patrick, abbott of
this monastery. In 2002 he became one
of the founders of Notre-Dame de Novy
Dvur (Czech Republic). At the end of
2011, the community which emerged
from the ruins of atheism became an
abbey.
Dom Samuel's previous
publications have been
translated into Hungarian,
Dutch and Slovakian.

Doctrinal conflicts, liturgical quarrels, pastoral divergence, how to face
abuses in the Church, conflicts between people, schools of thought,
conflicting sensitivities... for several decades reasons to fight in the Church
seem to have grown considerably. Conflicts are becoming more serious
and tough.
Thus too often Catholics tear each other apart...and what hurts the most is
how they do so. This spiritual reflexion from an expert monk wants to help
Christians become children of light and peace makers again. Peace is the
result of justice and obedience. It neither lies in power relationships
paralysing potential fighters nor in a cowardly dismissal in order to avoid
scandal. Peace can be brought back to the table when each guest accepts
the risk of being upset but canstilll feel he is respected.

Foreign rights licensed :
Portuguese: SECRETARIADO NACIONAL DO APOSTOLADO
DA ORACAO

Spirituality
Joachim Bouflet

When the Saintof Lisieux, Thérèse,talked
to mystics
And shook their lives
The determining influence of Thérèse de Lisieux on the lives of
famous personalities from contemporary spirituality

Key points :
-Unknown side of the spiritual and mysticalposterity of Thérèsede Lisieux
- Aconcreteexample of the communion ofsaints
- Theauthor is a great specialistof spirituality and mysticism

16,9 €
May 2019
Format : 140 x 216mm
248 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-829-5

The author
Joachim Bouflet, Ph.D ès Lettres, is a
historian specializing in the study of
religious mentalities. Consultant for
postulators of the Congregation for the
Causes of Saints, he has written
prolifically on spiritual figures and on
mystical phenomena.
Joachim Bouflet has previously been
translated into Italian and Spanish.

Asshe lies"dying" one night, Thérèse appears to a Portuguese clarisse and
cures her before making her aware of her forthcoming mission. A few
years later, Thérèse appears to a Spanish peasant girl to invite her to
become a disciple of the Divine Mercy of God. Neither had ever heard of
Thérèse before. She heals Marthe Robin and Thérèse Neumann, whith
whom she maintains a privileged mystical relationship. And so up until
recent times there are about a dozen of such examples of incredible
appearances by the one who said she would spend her life in heaven to
do good on earth...
This book reveals an unknown side of the actions and influence defying
our human understanding of Thérèse the Christ Child by showing the
very concreteaspectof the mysteryof the communion of saints.

Spirituality
Père Joël Guibert

Jesus, theMaster of ourInner Life
There's nothing more uplifting than a text to offrer us a spiritual
retreat in the company of Jesus !

Key points :
-A prolific and highly successfulauthor of spirituality.
-His spiritual retreats and sessionsalways attract a vastpublic.
-A book on the inexhaustible subjectof...Jesus! conceivedasa spiritual and personal
accompaniment for spiritual rediscovery and inspiration

18,9 €
May 2019
Format : 140 x 216mm
344 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-834-9

The author
Formerly a vicar in the diocese of Nantes,
Father JoëlGuibert now leads spiritual
retreats. He is the author of several books
on spirituality which are very appreciated
by a vast public.
Father JoëlGuibert has previously been
translated into Polish and Italian.

Starting with Christ to improve one's living with Christ. There is not only our
knowledge of Christ (which is available to all) on the one hand and the call
to become a saint (reserved to only a few) on the other, it is a whole.
Unless you are particularly hardened or that you respectfully keep Jesus at
a distance, it is hard to approach his Heart burning with love without being
burned by his charity, his sanctity and thus shine in turn ourselves. But it is
only step by step and by letting his grace develop that we can reach it, as is
proposed to us by Joël Guibert.

Christian life
Père Jean-Marc Bot

Theywillseein you adisciple ofmine
What makes us Catholic
From a concrete perspective what is it that makes us Catholics
in every day life ?Is it simply because we believe or because
we act in a particular manner ? A book of fundamentals.

Key points :
An accessiblereference book
Abook which provide major benchmarks to live asa Christian. Putting into practice
the teaching of the Church
The author has a long experience in the preparation of adults for baptism.

15,9 €
May 2019
Format : 120 x 190mm
248 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-837-0

The author
Father Jean-Marc Bot is a parish priest in
the diocese of Versailles.
He has been a seminary professor, parish
priest, and has accompanied the diocesan
catechumenate. He is a diocesan delegate
for Christian life for adults. His previous
publication at Artège was "The Mysteries
of Eternal Life", selliong over 2,000 copies.

We often think that being a Catholic amounts to believing a certain number
of truths or that is a simple philosopy of life.....But is it not more than this ?Is
it not a unique encounter with a being who is Jesus Christ who transforms
our existance and who ensures that our actions can no longer ever be the
same .....
But in more concrete terms what does that mean ? This short book
addresses those who wish to understand simply what it means to live as a
Christian and provides accessible concrete reference points for today's
world : what does the Catholic do ? How does he live, in the Church, in
society ? How does he position himself with regards to others ? On which
criteria does he act ?How does he live his faith beyond his private life ?Up
until whichpoint should he invest himself ?

Spirituality
Patrick Theillier

Lourdes, a Land of Healing
12 years of witnessing the unbelievable
The story of the most beautiful miraculous healings of
Lourdes.

Key points :
2019 is the year of Bernadette in Lourdes, the 175th anniversary of her birth and 140th
of her death.
Theauthor headed the Medical Office of Lourdes for over 12 years. His previous
Expériencesde Mort Imminent wasa best-seller in France and translated into over 10
languages.
This is the pocketversion of the large format which is revised and enlarged.

9,5 €
June2019
Format : 110 x 178mm
432 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-863-9

The author
In 1998 Patrick Theillier became Doctor in
Charge of the Medical Bureau of the
Sanctuary, until his retirement. He was
also the President of the Lourdes
International Medical Association with
over 10.000 health-professional
members from over 75 countries. He has
also written several books on the
miracles of LOURDES.
The author's previous workshave
been licensed in Korean, English,
Polish, Spanish, Italian, German,
Slovenian, Croatian.

This is the story of over 150 years of miraculous healings taking place atthe
Sanctuary of Lourdes, a sanctuary of Mercy and Charity which has been
welcoming pilgrims and the sick from all over the world. The Office of
Medical Observation has always witnessed the same mystery : each pilgrim
coming to testify the grace of healing he has received also testifying to
feeling the strength of the grace throughout his whole person and right
through to his very heart.
This book recounts the most beautiful of all the healings to have taken
place and which are all characterized by the inner transformations of the
one who has been cured, completely transformong their vision of life. Also
included are the most recent testimonies which have come to deepen the
ever growingbrightness of the mysteryof the healingsat Lourdes.

Foreign rights licensed :
Polish : WYDAWNICTWO JEDNOSC

Spirituality
Mgr David Macaire, M. l'abbé Christian Venard,
Mgr Laurent Camiade (Postf.)

TheAto Zof Holiness
From around the world and across time !
Illuminating spiritual figures for our time

Key points :
Short presentations of the main spiritual traits of around 70 of the great figures of holiness
from yesterday and today and from around the world.
In alphabeticalorder.
Prefaceby Monseigneur David Macaire, Archbishop of Martinique
Father Christian Venard speaksFLUENT Italian

12 €
January2019
Format : 125 x 185mm
204 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-795-3

The author
Father Christian Venard has been a
military chaplain since 1998. He has
accompanied the French troops in over a
dozen or so military operations. Author of
several books including "A priest at war"
(Tallandier 2015), he is also a columnist on
KTO and in the magazine "Paroles et
Prière"

Using simple notes highlighting the most current traits of the great spiritual
figures of yesterday and today, Father Venard draws up an alphabet of
around 100 figures of holiness allowing us all to find material to deepen our
livesas Christians.

Bible
Bénédicte Lucereau

Words from the Bible for couples
Treasures from the biblical Word on couples and love.

Key points :
-Themost beautiful Bible textsfor couples

-Textscommented by a specialistof matrimonial support (and author of the book
Cap sur votre mariage (Heading for
Marriage) 2016 Editions Artège - Polish and Spanish rights licensed)
- Practicalapplication to nuture daily Christian life

10,9 €
September 2019
Format : 130 x 180mm
284 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-887-5

The author
Founder of Mots Croisés in Paris,
Bénédicte Lucereau is a marital
counsellor and therapist for couples and
families. She has written several books
on marital life and couples and gives
conferences on love, sexuality and the
vocation of men and women.
The author's previous work has been
translated into Polish and Spanish.

During marriage preparation couples often have the chance to discover
different Bible texts to guide them, but what about after their marriage ? It
can be really hard to keep reading the Bible or to keep praying asa couple,
even for apracticing couple.
This book is a simple and practical spiritual tool to help. The Bible contains
several texts about the couple, and this publication presents several
carefully selected texts.
Each passage is also interpreted by a Christian psychologist specializing in
couple support, includes prayers for the couple, and contains resolutions
for the coupleto concretelymove forward together in their spiritual life

Foreign rights licensed :
Spanish : EdicionesCristiandad

Christianity
Vincent Dollmann, Père Pierre Descouvemont

The20questions wealways askabout Jesus
Questions that everyone asks about Jesus

Key points :
- Author of about twentybest sellers
- Simplequestionsand answersin avery direct style

12 €
June2019
Format : 130 x 180mm
168 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-849-3

The author
After being a secondary school teacher,
chaplain for the young and national
councillor of the Notre-Dame teams,
from now on Father Descouvement hosts
spiritual retreats and radio programmes.
He is author of around 20 books
explaining the Catholic faith,

Christian or not, weaskso many questions about Jesus.
Did Jesusknow that he wasthe Son of God ?Was he really human ? How
could he be a man and God at the same time ? How is it possible to
believe that Jesusresurrected ? Can wdebelieve in the Gospels ? Howdoes
Jesus help us in times of weakness ? Why did Jesus offer himself to his
Father in sacrifice ?Was Jesushappy at the heart of his Passion ?Why did
the majority of Jewsreject the Christ ? Did Jesus actually set about founding
aChurch ?
Written by a specialist of valid questions in the matter of faith, this book
offers valuable answers.

Family and education
Inès Pélissié du Rausas

Talking about love to our children
In the light of theology of the body
The basics to help make children discover the wonders of human
love.

Key points :
-New edition updated and completed
-Enriched by the theology of the body teaching by Saint Jean-PaulII.
-Includes a pratical illustrated book made of guided age-related conversations.

22 €
October 2019
Format : 140 x 216mm
384 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-890-5

The author
Inès Pélissié du Rausas is married with
five children. She is a Doctor of
Philosophy from the Sorbonne. Her
thesis on modesty, desire and love is
inspired from the themes of the
"Théologie du Corps" and several other
books on the education of affective
relations for children, teenagers as well
as couples.

It is essential for children that their first education on the subject of love and
sexuality be delivered by their parents and long before puberty. From this
observation, the author hasmade acomplete book
: providing a structure for parents of points of reference and the
foundations of human love. It is also educational by age-related
conversations and methods adapted to every age (a pratical book
completes the text for children aged 3-12). This former best seller in its field
has now been updated for a richer and more comprehenseive version of
the original.

Education - Catholicism
Jean-Marie Le Vert

TheCredoKit
On the HolySacraments
Essential for the Catholic faith: to know and remember what a
Catholic believes about the Sacraments

Key points :
-The sequel to the KITCREDO: I believe in God

-Catecheticsupport for both classical catechism networks and for the general public- Double support: Book plus (optional) oral DVD support

19,9 €
February 2019
Format : 165 x 240mm
240 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-806-6

The author
Jean-Marie Le Vert is Bishop Emeritus of
Quimper and Léon, President of the
ADDEC (Alliance of Directors of Christian
Education) and Member of the Episcopal
Council for Catholic Education.
His previous book "LE KITCREDO I believe
in God" has been translated into Polish.

Our memories of catechism are either distant or nonexistent. So to (re)
discover the Catholic faith in a fast and especially effective way, this Credo Kit
and its three DVDs* offers in just a few pages and in sessions of only 5-10
minutes access to all the contents of faith. This formula adapts to the whole
public and allagendaseventhe busiest!
This present volume is devoted to the sacraments.

Essay - Christianity
Jean Duchesne

Christians, and the graceto be free.
Beyond conformity and fear
Being a Christian is not the blind acceptence all kinds of
dogmas and prescriptions. It is rather a learning of freedom.

Key points :
Atimely reflexion in the current downward trend ofCatholicism
Amessageof hope, christianity still has the buds with which it can blossom
Providing reassurance in our angst-filledsociety

14,9 €
April 2019
Format : 125 x 185mm
212 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-830-1

The author
JeanDuchesne is one of the co-founders
of the journal Communio, the literary
executor of Cardinal Lustiger and Fr Louis
Bouyer, and member of the Faith and
Culture Observatory of the Bishops of
France Conference

Faith gives us the chance to look objectively on received ideas such as
today's sources of anxieties. An independent mind is not a conquest but a
grace with which we have been bestowed. We are handed responsibility in
this autonomous world of reality. It also encourages us to discern, confront
and disarm evil as a non-accomplice. Journeys of discovery or rediscovery
have in this way rekindled faith in the 20th C. These developments have
also managed to throw us off track. This can also explain why the Church is
undergoing a certain crisis. But there is already so much material on offer
to feed the aspirations of those who hear the calls for freedom for the
world of tomorrow.

Humor
Père Bruno Delaroche

The Best Catholic Jokes
From a Parish Priest

Tears of laughter with over 500 funny stories about Catholics,
faith and God, from France and around the world.

Key points :
-Illustrations by Guézou, author of several humouristic collections.

Faith and laughter, faith and humour...a hard and complicated
combination.
Or is it ?

11,9 €
October 2019
Format : 140 x 216mm
280 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-893-6

The author
Father Burno Delaroche has been a
priest for over 30 years. He is currently
parish priest in the diocese of Mans.

Faith is serious, so faith will usually be linked to seriousness. Did Jesus ever
laugh ?There isno trace in the Gospel. Yetour author is convincedof it. As,
according to the Christian philosoper Boèce and taken joyfully further by
François Rabelais. what sets the human being apart is his capacity to laugh.
And as Christ was also man, he would naturally have experienced good,
hearty humour and laughter.
Without any Catholic or spiritual focus in mind, this is a joyful collection of
over 500 stories gathered from France and from around the world, taken
from real-life situtations or pure fiction. How best to handle our
peculiarities, our simple humanity, our narrow-mindedness... if not by
poking fun ?
When it seems appropriate to look serious, laughter can become as
preciousasapearl... so read on to discover the wholestring !

Freemasonry
Serge Abad-Gallardo

Masonic secrecy, Catholic truth
What I discovered from within the shadows of the Lodges.
A testimony on secrecy in freemasonry by a former Master
Mason.

Key points :
Serge Abad-Gallardo converted to the Christian faith in 2012.
Testimony from a former Master Mason who spent over 20 years of
his life as a Mason.
A rare exploration of the use of secrecy in freemasonry.
He travels extensively to give international conferences.

19 €
February 2019
Format : 140 x 216mm
360 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-803-5

The author
Serge Abad-Gallardo is a former territorial
civil servant who spent over twenty years
in the Masonic lodges of Human Rights, an
emanation of the Grand Orient. He
climbed the ladder up to the 18th degree
as venerable master. Having converted to
the Christian faith in 2012, through the
numerous conferences he gives
throughout the world he testifies on his
knowledge of the world of Freemasonry.

Serge Abad-gallardo has previously been translated into German,
Polish and Spanish.

This essay describes the nature, use, aims and effects of secrecy in
Masonry.
Using numerous masonic writings and quotes, veritable references in the
domaine of freemasonry, Serge Abad-Gallardo confirms the conclusions
he reached throughout his whole experience asa Mason before converting
to the Christian faith in 2012, Pure fantasy for some, for others pure
danger for the salvation of our souls, open secrets, incommunicable
experiences, happenings the existance of which is either denied or
exacerbated, for some paths of privilege towards knowledge, for others
strategies allowing for professional or political success, in short masonic
secrecy is polymorphic and, according to our author, no less real or no less
valid for that. Serge Abad-Gallardo comprehensively unveils the
consistenciesof the shroud of mystery and secretsenveloping Masonry.

Investigation - History
Patrick Sbalchiero

Investigatingmiraclesin the CatholicChurch
Key points :
-Specialistauthor of religious phenomena
-Astraightforward text for us to understand what miracles are in the Church.
-Provides answers to basicquestions: Do miracles still exist today? Do weneed them for
our faith ?How are they connected to apparitions? How does the Church recognize
them?
- Adocumentedinvestigation

19,5 €
May 2019
Format : 140 x 216mm
320 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-832-5

The author
Patrick Sbalchiero, author of over twenty
books, is a historian, journalist and a
specialist in religious phenomena.
Some of his previous books have been
translated into Polish and Portuguese
(Brazil).

The Gospel abounds with miracles and the Church talks a lot about them.
But 2000 years on, against a triumphant backdrop of science and
rationale, are miracles still such extraordinary unexplained events or pious
events ? How does the Church deal with the phenomenon of miracles ?
Are they apart of faith ?Are they stilloccuringtoday ?
Patrick Sbalchiero, specialist of religious phenomenon, leads the
investigation to answer the questions raised by miracles in the Catholic
Church..
Foreign rights licensed :
Polish : WYDAWNICTWO JEDNOSC
Korean : Catholic Publishing House

History
Yves Chiron

TheLong Walkof the ChineseCatholics
A panorama of the long and painful history of the Catholics of
China til the present day

Key points :
Ahistorical and contemporary vision with the recent Vatican/China
agreements.
Includes the view points of contemporary witnesses suchasCardinal Zen and members of
the underground Church.
YvesChiron is a fine connaisseur of Vatican/ State relations and religious history, and
more personally of China where he has spent considerable time.
Amagnificent and moving history of persecutedChristians

17,9 €
March 2019
Format : 140 x 216mm
336 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-820-2

The author
YvesChiron, is a journalist, essayist and
historian specialised in contemporary
religious history.
He is the author of over 40 books
including :
Annibale Bugnini
(1912-1982) Réformateur de la liturgie
(DDB 2016) and
Fatima Vérités et légendes (Artège 2017)
Yves Chiron has previously been
translated into German, English,
Italian, Spanish.

The history of Christianity in China extends asfar backas the 7th Century. It
is a long series of missions and persecutions to culminate after the 2nd
World War with the arrival of Communism. China's 137 dioceses and 3
million Catholics will be subjected to the direst of persecutions. In the 50s a
'patriotic' church will be founded in a bid to avoid external atheistic influences
on Chinese Catholics and so a persecuted underground church will thus
develop. Despite tensions, this situation will prevail until the agreements of
2018 which according to reputable officials such as Cardinal Zen sign the
"deathwarrant of the underground Church".
Atragic period, both past and present, depicted by Yves Chiron in his very
latesthistorical essay.

Jean Mercier

Priests and Celibacy
The Church's rule of conduct. Should it change ?
A comprehensive and well documented survey on a crucial
question for the Catholic Church today

Key points :
First published in 2014 to great critical acclaim
Viewed from a historical and theological perspective.
Asynthesis of debates which continue to agitate the Catholic Church "Areference book" La
Croix,

9,9 €
March 2019
Format : 111 x 178mm
536 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-823-3

The author
Journalist JeanMercier was former deputy

editor of La Vie. and associate Chief
Editor at La Vie, specializing in religious
debate and all the news on the Pope.

JeanMercier died on 19th July2018 at the
age of 54.

"Avery well-researched book" LaVie, "Amasterful
book" Le Figaro,
" Gripping »Panorama

With the mounting scandal of sex abuse in the Church, the call
to end the celibacy of priests has become increasingly
vociferous.
Through this reference essay, he conducts a well-documented
historical and theological investigation to summarize the
debates which have been agitating the Church on the subject
for years.

Current Topics
Mgr Dominique Rey

Islam: athreat or a challenge?
A French bishop speaks on the challenges in society being raised
by Islam.

Key points :
-Words by a free-speaking Bishop.

- Arealistic,anxiety-free and appeasingresponse.
-With the perception of Christians who are in simultaneous contact with Islam in the
Middle Eastand in the West..

14 €
October 2019
Format : 133 x 203mm
200 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-560-7

The author
Mgr Dominique Rey was born in 1952
and has been Bishop of Fréjus-Toulon for
nearly twenty years. He has also
published 3 other essays related to
religion and society at Artège including Le
Prêtre 2009, Qui enverrai-je Sainteté et
mission du prêtre 2010 Peut-on être
catho et Ecolo 2012.

Islamism, women's conditions, immigration, the issues in the middle East,
secularism, Islam is posing a growing number of challenges in
contemporary society. Mgr Dominique Rey is in contact with muslims in his
diocese as well as in the missions he regularly undertakes with Christians in
the Middle East. His experience allows him to take on these subjects with
frankness to give clear, realistic and anxiety-free answers for Christians as
much as for all our fellow citizens for whom the Muslim question is evermore present.

Petite Vie Collection
Robert Schiélé

The Petite Vie of Don Bosco
Key points :
- an educator who is still up to date with our times
- first-hand historical documents

Don Bosco was stubborn, rigorous and tempestuous. He created in Turin
a work for poor, marginal youth. He is at the origins of the Society of St.
Francis de Sales (the Salesians) and of the Institute of the Daughters of
Mary Help of Christians. During his lifetime, his foundation quickly became
international. As a confident of Pope Pius IX, he intervened in the
appointment of the bishops of a unified Italy. Throughout his life he worked
to spread a popular culture. Based on first-hand documents, the author
shows us the true face of an educator and a pedagogue who remains
modern to this day.
7,9 €
June2019
Format : 110 x 178mm
120 pages
ISBN : 979-1-03360-860-8

The author
Robert Schiélé has previously been
translated into Brazilian Portuguese,
English, Czech, Spanish and Italian

2018 HIGHLIGHTS
By Bruno Bioul

The Gospels standing the test of History
Accessible to all a synthesis of the results of recent and past scientific and historical research on the Gospels,
Foreign Licenses : Portuguese Brazil : Vozes / Spanish : Edaf

By Jean-Marie Le Vert

The Credo Kit I believe in God
An essential tool for our faith: to know and assimilate what a Catholic believes in. For catechetic use or for the
wide public
Foreign Licenses : Poland : WYDAWNICTWO JEDNOSC

By Grégory Woimbée

Formed by Love A short essay on Christian spirituality
Deep meditations for conversion and to transform the world.
Foreign Licenses :
Italian : QuerinianaSpanish World : Sigueme Ediciones

By Dominique Lormier The Christians who resisted Hitler

27 portraits of Catholics Protestants and Orthodox men and women by a historiajn and specialist of WW2

By Alain Durel

Praying with the monks of Mount Athos
A unique collection of prayers by the monks from the "Holy Mountain" of Athos
Foreign Licenses
Roumanian : Meteor Press / Ukrainian : SVICHADO Publishers LTD / Czech : Carmelite Publishing House Ltd.
Slovak : VYDAVATEL'STVO dobra kniha / Lithuanian : Kataliku Pasaulio Leidiniai UAB / Spanish : PPC Editorial Grupo SM / Italian : Piero Gribaudi Editore srl
Alain Durel is also author of Parce que tu es tiède (DDB 2012) and Enquête sur la mort de Dieu Nietzsche contre
le Crucifié (Artège 2009)

By Dmitri Smirnov

Christian Brothers Rise ! A wake-up call testimony for the West
When the Christian East calls for the renewal of the Christian West !

By Pierre-Hervé Grosjean

Your Life as a Gift. To whom and why.
The highly anticipated words of Father Grosjean calling on the concrete commitment of Catholics from all
generations.
40.000 copies sold for his previous essay "Aimer en Vérité" (Artège 2014) translated into 6 languages.
Roumain : Viata Crestina / Slovenia : Društvo Mohorjeva družba / Czech : Carmelite Publishing House Ltd.
US (world) : THE CROSSROAD PUBLISHING HOUSE / Poland : GAUDIUM / Spain : RIALP

By Matthieu Dauchez

Why does Gofd allow this to happen ? The street children faced with the question of evil
What better explanation than the path shown by street children when looking for the answer to evil.
He has published several testimonies at Artège since 2010, "Beggars of love", "The prodigious mystery of the
joy", "Stronger than darkness" all of which testify to his daily meetings with the children of the slums of Manila.
Two of his previous books have been translated into Spanish (Encuentro)

2017 HIGHLIGHTS
By Isabelle Laurent Mothers be confident ! Keys to confidence as a mother
A testimony aimed at mothers to restore their confidence and joie de vivre
Foreign Licenses : Poland W DRODZE SP Z.O.O
By Yves Chiron Fatima - truth and legend
Fatima is the setting for the liveliest controversies.This historical account about the apparitions by
specialist papal historian Yves Chiron will set right errors, deny legends and combat rumours. A unique
publication
By Marie-Noëlle Thabut The Holy Bible A commented and illustrated selection of the most beautiful Bible
texts
A unique publication which includes the new official translation of the Bible in the liturgical version of the
Catholic Church supported by texts selected and commented by Biblical scholar Marie-Noëlle
Thabut. Also included are the cultural elements essential to the understanding of the Bible including
historical context, friezes, vocabulary, lifestyle, genealogy, geography, literary elements, maps and index.
Also includes 50 exquisite illustrations by Eric Puybaret.
By François Corrignan Let your heart leave the harbor The spirituality of François de Sales
A sure guide to discover union with God
Foreign licenses : Croatian : KRSCANSKA SADASNJOST / Italian : Editrice Shalom
By Anne-Sixtine Perardel Revolutionize your teenage friendships 10 exercises for success
10 days to get to know yourself - love yourself - boost your self-confidence.
Foreign licenses : Slovenia : Društvo Mohorjeva družba
By Annie Laurent with preface by Rémi Brague On Islam Knowing more in order to be able to discuss
An educational and very accessible introduction to this religion due not only to the wealth and accuracy
of the information but also through its sheer pedagogical clarity.
Foreign licenses : Czech Republic : Carmelite Publishing House / German : fe-Medienverlags GmbH
Italy : Cantagalli
By François Gondrand In God’s Steps. Saint Jose-Maria Escriva - Founder of the Opus Dei
A complete and updated biography of the holy founder of Opus Dei, using exceptional up to date
archives.
François Gondrand has also previously published Petite vie d'Alvaro Del Portillo ( Artège Editions 2016).
The original edition of Au Pas de Dieu was published in 1982.
By Judith Cabaud The Hebrew tradition in the Eucharist
An introduction to the Hebrew roots of the Eucharistic mystery, from the writings and meditations of the
scientific work of Rabbi Eugenio Zolli, exegete of the Old and New Testaments.
By Louis Pelletier Growing in Christ Spiritual Maturity
A meditation on the deepening of the faith and guide reminding us of the need for help from our Father
the Christ.
Louis Pelletier died in 2015 at the age of 55. He was a member ofthe Emmanuel Community.

2 0 1 7 H I G H L I G H T S CONT.
By Claire de SAINT LAGER The path of the woman who loves. Liberating feminine desire, interiority, alliance
A philosophical anthropological and spiritual reflection on the woman who loves.
By Ludovic Frère Disconnect, Reconnect Experiencing Christian spirituality in a digital age
How can we integrate the digital into our spiritual life and embrace the virtual as part of our reality ?
By Jean-Marc Bot The mysteries of eternal life, All your questions about what lies beyond
What happens after life? The answers of the Bible and the explanations of the Church
By Sister Claire Patier Peter and Paul Pillars of the Church
The Apostles St. Peter and St. Paul are the pillars of the Church. Using the texts of the Old and New
Testaments, Claire Patier sheds light on the importance of the two apostles at the time of the birth of the
Church.
Foreign licenses : Spain Palabra Ediciones

2016 HIGHLIGHTS
By Pierre Durieux The easy way to start believing, The keys to the Kingdom are under the door mat
This book addresses all those who want to push open the doors of the Kingdom, or for those
wishing to understand why so many people have already gone through.
Foreign licenses : Roumania : VIATA CRESTINA
By Père Louis Before marriage Intimacy, affection, prayer
This text will accompany and guide the engaged fiancés according to the Christian teaching before
their marriage
Foreign licenses : Poland : W DRODZE SP Z.O.O.
By Father Bernard Brien Jerzy Popieluszko Truth versus totalitarianism
Father Bernard Brien, the main witness of the French miracle, provides an intimate and evocative
portrait of Father Popieluszko,
Foreign licenses : Usa IGNATIUS PRESS / Poland WAM WYDAWNICTWO / Republic Czech DORON
By Dom Samuel A devouring fire A Friar's words on mercy
Monastic spiritual reflection on the Church and its present situation
Foreign licenses : Hungary : Sarutlan Karmelita Nővérek / Netherlands : Betsaida
By Cedric Brugun Heading for Marriage A course for the preparation of a Catholic Marriage
An educational guide to accompany the fiancés, whatever their religious "level", on the beautiful
road to a Catholic marriage,
Foreign licenses : Spain : EDICIONES CRISTIANDAD / Poland : WYDAWNICTWO JEDNOSC
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